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Huawei Consumer
Business Group
announces 2018 
H1 business results
DUBAI: Huawei Consumer Business
Group (CBG) yesterday announced
its business results for the first half
of 2018. The company reported sol-
id growth, with global smartphone
sh ipments  a t  95+ mi l l ion  un i ts .
According to IDC, Huawei rises to
become the world’s second largest
smartphone manufacturer  in  Q2
with the global market share of 15.8
percent.

R ichard  Yu, CEO of  Huawei
Consumer Business  Group sa id ,
“The past s ix months have been
incredible for Huawei CBG, marked
by robust growth of our business
across  a l l  markets  and product
lines. Our success is owed to our
commitment to innovation and, most
importantly, our customers. Moving
forward, Huawei will remain focused
on continually improving our offer-
ings with an emphasis on on-device
AI, c loud and the wider  Huawei
ecosystem.”

Business performance highlights
HUAWEI P20 Series: Fusing art

and technology, the P20 Series has
been very well received among the
fashion-forward consumers. The
global shipments of the HUAWEI P20
Series surpassed 9 million units; 

HUAWEI Mate 10 Series: The lat-
est HUAWEI Mate Series set the
trend for mobile AI and strengthened
the company’s position in the high-
end market with global shipments of
over 10 million units;

HUAWEI nova Series: Globally, the
number of nova smartphone users
exceeded 50 million, contributing to
growth of the overal l  mid-range
smartphone market. Total shipments
of the nova Series increased by 60
percent year-over-year.

Brand recognition sees 
upward momentum

Huawei wearables achieved a
remarkable 147 percent increase
year-over-year; Retail business has
grown and now Huawei operates over
53,000 Huawei stores and 3,500
Huawei Experience Stores globally.
The company plans to bolster its
retail network by adding another
10,000 retai l  stores and 700
Experience Stores around the world
before the end of 2018.

The impressive performances of
Huawei’s flagship and mid-market
smartphones have greatly improved
the value of the Huawei brand: Huawei
was named number 25 on Brand
Finance’s Global 500 2018 list, number
48 on BrandZ’s Top 100 Most Valuable
Global Brands list, and number 79 on
Forbes’ Most Valuable Brands list. Of
note, Huawei was the only Chinese
company that managed to secure a
spot on Forbes’ 2018 top 100 list. 

Richard Yu

‘Domestication’
genes found 
in foxes
PARIS: A six-decade breeding experiment with foxes
designed to shed light on how wolves became dogs has
led to the discovery of genes that favor tame or aggres-
sive behavior, scientists said Monday. Comparing the
sequenced genomes of foxes selected across 50 genera-
tions for their friendliness towards people with another
group bred for hostility uncovered dozens of telltale dif-
ferences, including one gene in particular, they reported
in the journal Nature Ecology & Evolution.

“We were able to show that a specific gene”-known
as SorCS1 — “does have an effect on behavior, making
foxes more tame,” lead author Anna Kukekova, an assis-
tant professor at the University of Illinois, told AFP.
“That’s a big result-it’s hard to make that connection,”
she said. The findings are also relevant to human behav-
ior.  Some of the genetic regions identified, for example,
correspond to autism and bipolar disorders, while others
are associated with William-Beuren syndrome, which
causes pathologically outgoing, friendly behavior.

The backstory to the fox study begins more than half
a century ago, when the origins of animal domestication
were poorly understood and hotly contested. In 1959,
Russian biologist Dmitri Belyaev decided to test his the-
ory that genes played a more important role than human
interaction in the gradual metamorphosis of wolves into
the man’s-best-friend subspecies we call dogs.

At the same time, Nobel laureate Konrad Lorenz, a
pioneer in the study of aggression in animals and
humans, argued that new-born wolf puppies raised with
tender loving human care would become docile and
domesticated. Belyaev suspected otherwise, and choose
Vulpes vulpes-a.k.a. the red or silver fox-to make his
case. Russia was full of fox farms which raised and har-

vested the animals for their fur, offering the perfect
opportunity for a large-scale experiment, he reasoned.

“Farm-bred foxes were not domesticated,” said
Kukekova, an evolutionary geneticist who began study-
ing the animals 16 years ago. “If you try to touch them,
they show fear and aggression,” much as in the wild.

Foxes wagging their tails
Belyaev found a large farm willing to cooperate, and

began to systematically select foxes that exhibited the
least stress and fear around people, repeating the
process with each new generation. “After only 10 gener-
ations, they got a few puppies that wagged their tail just
like dogs when they saw people, even when there was no
food,” Kukekova said. “They were just happy to see
humans.” Today, all of the 500 breeding pairs in the tame
group are at ease in the presence of humans, even if they
are not as domesticated as dogs.

Around 1970, Belyaev’s team at the Russian Institute
of Cytology and Genetics added a group of foxes,
selected for their aggressiveness, and a third control
group with a random mix. For the new study, Kukekova
and two dozen colleagues sequenced the genomes of 10
foxes from each of the three groups. “The game changer
for us was the development of next-generation sequenc-
ing technology,” she said. Earlier genetic sweeps yielded
chunks of code with dozens or hundreds of genes, mak-
ing it impossible to isolate those that mattered.

This time, the researchers pinpointed 103 relevant
genetic regions. Significantly, more than 60 percent of
the tame animals-including those in the control group-
shared the same variant of SorCS1. Among the aggres-
sive foxes, that variant was entirely absent. The study
also revealed that different genes are responsible for
very specific behaviors.

“For example, when foxes greet people by wagging
their tail, it seems to be determined by different genes
than those responsible for allowing a human to touch a
fox’s belly,” Kukekova said. And whether a fox wants to
prolong an interaction with a human is governed by yet
another bit of genetic code.—AFP

Are tech titans 
teetering atop 
the market?
NEW YORK: Silicon Valley giants have become a gargantu-
an force on Wall Street, as demonstrated by Apple recently
topping $1 trillion in stock-market valuation. But should we
fear that a new tech bubble is ready to burst? Here are
some questions and answers about the sector:

What does the tech sector represent on Wall Street? 
Apple ended the formal trading week worth a history-

making $1 trillion. Meanwhile, four other tech firms rounded
out a list of the five most valuable companies based on
share prices. Amazon was worth $889 billion; Google-par-
ent Alphabet was valued at $856 billion; Microsoft weighed
in at $828 billion, and Facebook was valued at $513 billion.
Together, these companies account for about 20 percent of
US GDP, and more than Germany’s GDP. Combined, the
tech stocks account for more than 25 percent of the value of
the Standard & Poor’s 500, the index that includes the 500
largest companies listed in the United States.

Is this market domination troubling? 
At the end of 1999, a few months before the infamous

dot.com internet bubble burst, the five biggest companies
on the stock market (Microsoft, General Electric, Cisco,
Walmart and Intel) accounted for 15.5 percent of US GDP,
AJ Bell investment director Russ Mould recalled in a note.
“Anyone who owned those stocks at the market top suf-
fered some serious portfolio pain,” Mould said. “They lost
money on those five names for the next decade.”

He made it clear he was not predicting market woes for
“FAANG” stocks-those of Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix
and Google. “However, it does warn against the dangers of
blindly assuming that what is working now will work forever
and that paying any price for a stock will be rewarded,”
Mould said. Nate Thooft of Manulife Asset Management told
AFP that there was “no shortage of arguments” on why
shares in those companies would continue to do well, but he
saw wisdom in reducing “exposure a bit” to reduce risk.

What is different from the bubble 20 years ago?
Investors at that time hurled money at just about any startup
with a website, even if it wasn’t clear exactly how a given
company was going to make money. “Most of those compa-
nies had no earnings, a lot of them had no sales; they were
still selling at huge valuation levels,” said Tower Bridge
Advisors portfolio manager Maris Ogg. “Everyone was
anticipating what the internet and the tech would do. They
were about 20 years too early.”

Since the dot.com crash, venture capitalists have shied
away from startups that don’t have convincing plans to
become profitable. The crash also gave rise to “a lot of
healthy skepticism” about big tech companies, according to
Ogg. There is also a renewed focus on the ratio between
share price and company profit, a key investing considera-
tion that was neglected in the early 2000s. Amazon appears
to be an exception, but it has a winning record of taking on
new markets, and spending heavily up front to “disrupt” the
status quo in the long run.

What are the main risks threatening the sector? 
Tech titans such as Google and Facebook have become

such formidable forces that they are prime targets for regu-
lation or fines, which could slow growth or hurt profits.
Maris said investors should be mindful to routinely rebal-
ance their portfolios to avoid them becoming too heavy
with fast-growing tech firm shares. After all, any internet
firm can be eclipsed by a young startup.

“Every technology company remains vulnerable to being
disrupted by a slightly more clever version of itself,”
BlackRock Global Allocation Team portfolio manager Russ
Koesterich said in a blog post. For example, he noted, at the
time of the financial crisis Nokia had a 45 percent share of
the smartphone market, the iPhone was just a year old and
Facebook was a baby. “The overall sector continues to be
extraordinarily profitable, and, despite rumors to the con-
trary, reasonably valued,” Koesterich said. —AFP

SHANGHAI: Ren Zhengfei, the founder of Chinese telecoms behe-
moth Huawei, likens the company to a ruthless “wolf” tirelessly run-
ning down its prey, an ethos that could soon make it the apex
predator of the smartphone world. Despite being essentially barred
from the critical US market, Huawei surpassed Apple to become
the world’s number two smartphone maker in the second quarter of
this year and has market leader Samsung in its sights.

Huawei has achieved this in part by refocusing away from the
futile fight for US access and toward gobbling up market share in
developing nations with its moderately priced but increasingly
sophisticated phones, analysts say. “Huawei’s image and brand recog-
nition across markets and regions is getting better and better,” said
Tarun Pathak of global market
analysis firm Counterpoint.
“They’ve differentiated and posi-
tioned their products across price
segments, which makes an interest-
ing conversation in terms of com-
peting with Apple and Samsung.”
Founded by Ren, now 73, with a
few thousand dollars in 1987,
Huawei focused initially on the
backbone hardware for telecom-
munications networks, growing to
become the world leader. Fifteen
years after introducing its first
phone, Huawei surpassed Apple in the April-June quarter to take sec-
ond place globally, International Data Corporation (IDC) said last
week, the first time since 2010 that Apple was not in the top two.

Raising the ante
Huawei’s consumer products chief Richard Yu raised the ante

Friday, saying the company could overtake South Korean giant
Samsung by late 2019. “The importance of Huawei overtaking
Apple this quarter cannot be overstated,” senior analyst Ben
Stanton of Canalys wrote in a report on the latest sales data.
“Huawei’s exclusion from the US has forced it to work harder in
Asia and Europe to achieve its goals.”

Based in the southern China tech hub of Shenzhen, Huawei had
already been pushing into developing markets even before political

pressure-peaking this year with President Donald Trump’s China
trade war-effectively slammed the US door shut. Huawei’s exclu-
sion stems in part from US distrust over Ren’s earlier career as a
Chinese military technologist and fears that Beijing could strong-
arm its tech champions into aiding with espionage abroad. Huawei
denies any government links.

In the meantime, Huawei has built up its business in more
price-conscious markets, from Indonesia to Saudi Arabia,
South Africa and even Europe. Analysts note that as those mar-
kets mature and customers graduate to higher end phones,
they will already be in Huawei’s ecosystem. “If Apple and
Samsung want to maintain their market position, they must

make their portfolios more com-
petitive,” said Canalys’s Stanton.

Samsung shipped 71.5 million
handsets for a 20.9 percent global
market share in the second quar-
ter, compared with Huawei’s 54.2
million phones and 15.8 percent
share. Apple sold 41.3 million
iPhones for a 12.1 percent slice.
Huawei shipped 95 million units in
the first half and is targeting 2018
sales of 200 million, a threshold
crossed previously only by

Samsung and Apple. Further growth will keep Huawei firmly on the
US security radar. The Trump administration nearly killed Huawei’s
Chinese rival ZTE this year, imposing tough penalties for violating
US sanctions by selling goods to Iran and North Korea.

The 5G challenge 
The penalties, since lifted, would have deprived ZTE of US

electronics components it desperately needs. Huawei, however,
produces its own key components, giving the US less leverage. But
an industry sales slowdown and market saturation could limit its
growth. IDC said 342 million smartphones were shipped worldwide
in the second quarter, down 1.8 percent year-on-year and the third
consecutive quarterly decline.

In the long term, the lack of a US foothold will be an Achilles
heel for Huawei, analysts said, and some market studies project
Apple reclaiming the number two spot when new iPhone models
are released later this year. And as Huawei customers graduate to
higher end gadgets above $600, the Chinese company will have to
compete head-to-head with Apple on quality and features. “As you
move upward, there are fewer competitors but the features, the
challenges, the innovation, and the expectations grow,” said
Counterpoint’s Pathak. “That is something that Huawei, Apple and
Samsung all need to capitalise on.” A critical test looms in the next

two years, when 5G systems are expected to roll out and manufac-
turers will be judged on how their smartphones handle the
enhanced capabilities. Huawei is already gearing up for the chal-
lenge. Its R&D spending grew 17 percent last year to $13.8 billion,
putting the company in the same league as Samsung, Amazon and
Google’s parent Alphabet, while recent product launches in Europe
have been increasingly glitzy. “Things like camera capabilities and
how Huawei rises overall to that (5G) challenge will decide if it is
among the Apples and Samsungs, but I think they belong,” Pathak
said. —AFP

Huawei surpasses Apple, becomes world’s number two smartphone maker

Chinese tech ‘wolf’ Huawei 
stalks Apple and Samsung

BEIJING: A man uses his mobile phone outside a Huawei store in Beijing. —AFP

Huawei’s
image is 

getting better 
and better

Tokyo 2020 to 
deploy facial 
recognition
TOKYO: Hundreds of thousands of Tokyo
2020 athletes, staff and reporters will be
scanned by cutting-edge facial recognition
technology in an Olympic Games first, organ-
izers said Tuesday. About 300,000 athletes,
staff members, volunteers and reporters will
be required to use their ID card and be veri-
fied with the facial recognition system to
access venues. The security overhaul will pre-
vent fraudulent entry by people borrowing,
stealing or faking an ID card, said electronics
giant NEC, which developed the technology. 

It will be rolled out across all facilities-
including the 43 competition venues, athlete
lodgings and media centers-but would not be
used for spectators, organizers said. “It is the
first time facial recognition will be deployed
for all people involved in the Olympics at all
venues,” Olympic security chief Tsuyoshi
Iwashita told reporters. “Higher security is
needed for people involved in Olympics as
they enter important areas. They also go in
and out of venues so we decided to introduce
the system for smooth entry,” he added.

This will be especially practical for the
Tokyo Olympics as the venues are scattered
widely around the massive Japanese capital,
Iwashita added. The technology takes only 0.3
seconds to match up a face with a pre-regis-
tered photo, said Masaaki Suganuma, an offi-
cial at NEC, which claims this is the world’s
fastest such system. —AFP


